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and he had seen Bruno, Otto's brother, preferred to himself
for the dignified post of arch-chancellor of Italy.   In 953
Germany was once more in the throes of civil war.
Civil war in        of the ill-temper of the conspirators Otto must have been
Germany      aware> t>ut he obviously had no idea that it would provoke
them to rebellion.    He went to Mayence to bring them to
reason,  and found himself instead in their power;   they
showed  the  greatest  animosity  against  Henry,  and they
forced    humiliating   conditions   upon    the    king.   These,
extracted by force, he immediately repudiated on his return
to Saxony.   Certainly, the odds seemed to be with him.   He
was opposed by two dukes only.   Henry of Bavaria was
obviously on his side, and the duchies of Franconia and
Saxony were in his own control.   But he soon found himself
faced with the most serious crisis of his life.    For the old
tribal particularism flared out once more, kindled by civil
war, though it now took a new direction.    It was no longer
the sentiment supporting the dukes against the king ; rather,
it found expression in hostility to the strangers Otto had
appointed as dukes.    This is most evident in Bavaria, where
Henry was as unpopular as elsewhere ; under his brother-in-
law, the count-palatine Arnulf, this duchy formed one of the
chief centres of revolt.    Lorraine was loyal to the king, in
opposition to its duke Conrad ;   but Conrad was powerful
in his native Franconia.   As an exception to this, Liudolf
had the allegiance of most of Suabia, partly, perhaps, on his
wife's account.   Even in Saxony there were some defections,
and though Herman Billung was able to deal satisfactorily
with these, the king's resources were thereby weakened.
Otto could certainly count on support from the Church in
general,   especially  in  Lorraine;   and  elsewhere  too,  for
Udalric, bishop of Augsburg in eastern Suabia on the borders
of Bavaria, was largely instrumental in preventing the union
of all South Germany against the king.
The course of events in 953 was most unfavourable for
Otto. He failed to take the two chief centres of revolt,
Mayence and Ratisbon, the capital of Bavaria, and retired
at the end of the year to Saxony in something like despair.
But in 954 fortune came to his aid, as it had done in 939,
though in a different and quite unexpected manner. The
Magyars, who had been twice defeated by Henry since he

